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Abstract 
We study binary codes of length n with covering radius one via their characteristic functions. 
The covering condition is expressed as a system of linear inequalities. The excesses then have a 
natural interpretation that makes congruence properties clear. We present new congruences and 
give several improvements on the lower bounds for K(n, 1) (the minimal cardinality of such a 
code) given by Zhang (1991, 1992). We study more specifically the cases n -- 5mod6 and 
n -- 2,4mod6, and get new lower bounds such as K(14, 1)/> 1172 and K(20, 1)/>52456. 
I. Introduction 
Let 0z2 be the finite field with two elements and n be some positive integer. Let us 
put H = (~2)n and define the Hamming distance between two elements x = (xl . . . . .  xn) 
and y = (Yl . . . . .  yn) of  H by 
d(x, y ) - - I{ i  ~ {1 . . . . .  n}: x, ¢ Yi}l. 
For x E H and r E Z, the sphere of center x and radius r is denoted S,.(x) and is 
defined by 
St(x) = {y E H: d(x ,y)  = r}.  
Note that [St(x)[ = (~). 
A binary code, with covering radius one, is a subset C of H such that the following 
covering condition holds: 
VxcH,  3yEC:d(x,y)<<.l. (1) 
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The problem of determining K(n, 1), the minimal cardinality of C, has been widely 
studied in the last decade [1-11]. The methods used in these papers are various and 
range from congruence properties [1,4-9] to pair covering by k-tuples [10, 11], and 
from embedded error-correcting codes [2] to recurrence relations [3]. 
We first introduce a formalism that gives an algebraic interpretation to the theory of 
excesses [1-2, 4-9]. This enables us to produce numerous congruence properties. Later 
sections will be devoted to the study of special cases: Section 3 deals with the case 
n - 5mod6, Section 4 with the cases n - 1,3mod6 and Section 5 with the cases 
n - 2, 4 mod 6. We shall end this paper by giving an updated version of the lower 
bounds for K(n, 1) and by indicating how these bounds might be improved further. 
2. Generalities 
Let F be a real function defined on H. For i E Z, let us introduce the function Fi 
defined by 
F i (x )  = F(y). 
yESi(x) 
Note that F /= 0 if i ~ {0 . . . . .  n}, F0 = F and ~o~i<~nFi = IFI, where 
IFI-- ~ F(x). 
xEH 
It is also known [7, Lemma 1] that 
We shall make extensive use of the following lemma, which is another version of 
[ 1 O, Lemma 1 ]. 
Lemma 1. For i,j E 7/, we have 
j--i<~k<~i+j \ 2 / 
k=_i+j mod 2 
Proof. By definition (and by using the isometric property of the translations and per- 
mutations for the Hamming distance) we get 
(Fi)j(x)= ~_~ ~_, F(z) 
d(x,y)=j d(y,z)=i 
= ~ ~ F(z)l{y E H : d(x, y) = j  and d(y, z) = i}] 
kEN d(x,z)=k 
= ~ I{Y ~ H: d(y, 0) = j  and d(y, zk) = i}lFk(x), 
kEN 
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where zk is the vector beginning with k l 's  and ending with n -k  O's. The coefficient 
of Fk(x) is 0 if i + j  + k is odd. If i + j  + k is even, it is equal to the number of 
ways for choosing (k + j -  i)/2 l 's  among the k first coordinates and (i + j -  k)/2 
l 's  among the n -k  last coordinates. This gives the desired result. [] 
Let us apply this formalism to codes and let A denote the characteristic function of 
a binary code C of length n: 
1 i f xcC ,  
A(x)= 0 i fx~C.  
Then the covering condition (1) becomes 
VxCH, (Ao+Al)(x)>ll. 
Let us put 6 -- A0 +A1 - 1, so that 6 is a function defined on H that takes nonnegative 
integer values. It is closely related to the theory of excesses [1-2, 4-9], since 6(x) 
just equals the excess on the singleton {x}. Moreover, by formula (2), we find the 
well-known formula [7] 
161 = (n + 1)1cl - 2". (3) 
Since 6 is a nonnegative function, (3) implies the sphere covering bound I CI/> 2n/(n+ 1 ). 
Lemma 1 gives the general form for 6i, which is stated in [2]: 
' i=(n+l - i )A i _ ,+A i+( i+ l )A i+ l -  (7) .  (4) 
This last formula enables us to produce numerous congruence properties for the 6 
function. We start with a general property, which has been found independently by 
Honkala [5]. 
Lemma 2. For any odd prime number p dividing n + 1, 
p- I  
Z fi - p -  lmodp.  
i=0 
Proof. By summing (4), we get 
p--I p--2 p--1 
i=0 i=0 i=0 
Since n --- - 1 mod p, we have 
p--I p--1 
i=0 i=0 
and the lemma follows. [] 
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Note that this lemma already improves on several ower bounds from Zhang's tables 
[10, 11]. For instance, when n = 19, we can use this lemma for p = 5 together with 
formula (2) to get 
4 × 219 
16]"> 1 + 19 + (19) + (19) + (a49) = 416.432.-. ,
which in turn implies by (3) that 1C1>~26236. The bound given in [10, 11], and ob- 
tained in [2], was 26216. 
In a similar way, we can get congruence properties for other sums of 6i. For instance, 
we list below the congruences for p E {2,3,4,5}. 
30+61 =A0+lmod2 if n -0mod2,  
6 0 + 31 ~ 0mod2 if n = 1 mod2, 
61 +62 --- Omod3 if n - Omod3, 
260+61+62-Omod3 if n~ lmod3,  
60+61 +32-2mod3 if n -2mod3,  
32+63- - -0mod4 if n= lmod4,  
60 +61 + 62 + 63 -- Omod4 if n = 3mod4,  
461+462+63+64=_Omod5 if n - Omod5, 
36o + 261 + 262 + 63 + 64 -- Omod5 if n = lmod5,  
3 3 ~- 34 ~ 0 mod 5 if n -- 2 mod 5, 
60 + 361 + 362 + 63 + 64 = Omod5 if n = 3mod5,  
60 + 61 + 62 ÷ 63 + 64 -'- 4mod 5 if n - 4mod5.  
Let us now examine more closely the numerical implications of these congruences. 
3. The case n =-- 5 mod 6 
I f  n = 5 mod 6, we have the two congruences 
{ 60+61=0mod2,  
g0 -~- 61 -[- 62 ~ 2 mod 3, 
which implies that 
5(6o + 6l) + 232 = 4mod6.  
Moreover, we have 5(60 + 61)+ 2621->10, unless (60,61,62) 
put 
T = {x E H : go(x)  = 61(x)  = O and 62(x)=2}.  
(0,0,2). Let us 
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The basic idea is the following one, which is related to the proof of  [9, Theorem 1]: 
we have the inequality 
Z(5(g0  + gl)  + 2g2)(x)>j 10 x 2 n - 6ITI, 
x6H 
and we would like to prove that ITI is not too large. We will need the next lemma, 
which is related to the proof of [9, Theorem 1]. 
Lemma 3. For any x in T, there exists an unique y in S2(x)f7 Z; moreover, we have 
g(y) = 2. 
Proof. Let x be in T. Since g2(X)  = 2, there exists y E &(x)  such that go(Y) > O. 
The set Sl(X)M&(y)  has two elements, say zl and z2. We know that, for i = 1,2, 
gl(zi) = go(zi) + gl(Zi) = 0mod2 and gl(Zi)>~gO(y)~ 1, 
which shows that g l (zi)>~2. We then deduce from the inequalities 
2 = g2(x)~g l (Z l  ) --~ g l ( z2)  - go(Y)>.4 - go(Y) 
that go(y)>12=gz(x)>~go(y). This shows that g0(y )=2 and the lemma is 
proved. [] 
In order to estimate the size of T, we introduce the following two sets: 
Z2 = {x E H: 6o(x) = 2} and U = {x E H: (Ao(x),Al(x),Az(x)) = (1,2,0)}.  
Note that, for any x c U, we have (go(x),gl(X)) = (2,2), and therefore UCZz N C. 
Lemma 4. For any x E Z2, the followin9 inequalities hoM: 
IS2(x)nTl<~ (2)- (2n-3)ifxEC, 
(~)  3(n 2) if x¢C. 
Proof. For any x E Z2 N C, we have Ao(x) = 1, Al(x) = 2 and &(x) f7 C has two 
elements, say xl and x2. Since, go(xi)>~ 1 for i = 1,2, we get 
(&(xl) U & (x2)) M S2(x) C H\T .  
A short calculation shows that 
](&(xl) U&(x2))  MSz(x)l ---- 2 (n -  2) + 1 = 2n - 3, 
and the first part of the lemma is proved. 
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The second part proceeds in the same way. For any x C Z2\C, we have Ao(x) = O, 
Al(x)  = 3 and S l (x )n  C has three elements, say xl, x2 and x3. Now we have 
U (& (xi) n s~ (x j)) : {x, y~, y2, y3 }, 
1 <~i~j<~3 
where Yi E S2(x) and 6o(Yi)>~ 1 for i = 1,2,3. By Lemma 3, we have 
U ({Yi} U S2(Yi)) n S2(x) C H\T .  
1~<i~<3 
Since, 
~<y< ({y/} U N S2(x) - 3 = 3(n - S2(yi)) 3(n 3) + 2), 
1~'~3 
the second part of the lemma is proved. [] 
Lemma 5. For n >>. 11, we have 
Proof. By Lemma 3 we have 
ITI = ~ IS~(x)n z~l = ~ IS2(y) n TI. 
xET yEZ2 
By Lemma 4, we get 
[T,<~((~)-g(n-2))[ZeI+(a(n-2)-(2n-a))IZ2NC], 
from which we deduce the inequalities 
~ ~ +~-~ ( (~)~ ~0_ ~ +~ ~ ~ +~ IVl 
.~ ((~) _ ~_ , ) ,~ ,  + ~,~, ~ 
For x E U, there exist two elements xl and x2 of Sl(x) such that 6o(Xl ) = 6o(x2) = 1. 
Moreover, the map x ~ (xl,x2)is injeetive and we have [{x E H: 6o(x)= 1}1 >~2[U[. 
This gives the estimate 
16[>_- ~ 2+ Z I~>2(IZ2[+[UI)" (6) 
60(x)=2 60(x)=l 
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Combining (5) and (6) leads to the inequalities 
I T ] -4 IZ2NC 1+2lUl l< ( (~) -2n-1)~+ ( - (~)+2n+3) IU I  
121 
and the lemma is proved. [] 
We will need one more lemma before estimating IC]. 
Lemma 6. The followin9 estimates hoM: 
(5(60 + 6j ) + 262)(x)~> 10 for x c H\T, 
(5(60 + 61 ) + 262)(x) = 4 for x E T, 
(5(60 + 61) + 262)(x)/>34 for x E (Z2 N C)\U, 
(5(60 + 61) + 262)(x)/>22 for x E U. 
Proof. We already proved the two first estimates at the beginning of the section. 
For x E (Z2NC)\U, we know that A0(x)= 1, Al(x)=2 and A2(x) > 0, which implies 
that g0(x) = 2 and 61(x)/>4. This gives the lower bound (5(30 + 61) + 262)(x)>_-30 
and the result follows by the congruence 5(30 + 61 ) + 232 = 4mod6. 
For x C U, we have g0(x) = 61(x) = 2 and the congruence property 6 + 31 + 32 = 
2 mod 3 implies that 62(x)>/1, which leads to the estimate. [] 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 7. For n =- 5 mod 6, n >/11, we have 
ICl~> 1+5(2)-n+2 n+l"  
Proof. By Lemma 6, we have 
~--~(5(~o + 6~) + 26z)(x)~> 10 × 2 n - 6[TI + 241Zz n CI - 121UI. 
xEH 
By Lemma 5, we get 
~(5(6o+61)+262)(x)>..-10×2"-6 ( (~) -2n-1)L62  I-. 
xCH 
By (3), this gives the inequality 
(5 ( l+n)+2(~)) l ' l>~lOx2n-3  ((~)-2n-1)1¢~1, 
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from which we deduce that 
10 × 2 n 
161 >~ 5(2) _ n + 2 • 
We then just have to apply (3) to get the desired result. [] 
Let us give some of the corresponding lower bounds for K(n, 1). 
Corollary 8. 
K( l l ,1 )  ~> 178, 
K(17, 1) >~ 7392, 
K(23, 1 ) ~> 3 52 336, 
K(29, 1)/> 17985042. 
These bounds are all better than the ones given in Zhang's table [10,11], which 
were 176, 778, 352 063 and 17 977 788, respectively. Van Wee [9] and Honkala [5] gave 
the bounds K( l l ,  1)>~ 178 (Honkala), K(17, l)t>7391 (Van Wee) and K(17, 1)>~7399 
(Honkala). Theorem 1 thus improves on two lower bounds. 
4. The cases n ~ 1, 3 rood 6 
We start with a lemma that extends the approach given at the beginning of the last 
section. 
Lemma 9. Let p >>. 5 be a prime number. Let us assume there exist three conyruence 
properties of the followin9 type: 
p-4  
Z ~iOi q- 6p--3 :~ 0 mod p - 2, 
i=0 
(7) 
p-3  
Z fli~i ~- 6P--2 ~ 0 mod p - 1, 
i=0 
(8) 
p--I 
Z ~i = P -  lmodp,  
i=0 
(9) 
where the O~i'S and the fli's are rational integers. Then the followin9 property holds: 
Vx E H, ¢5o(x ) . . . . .  6p-Z(x) = 0 ~ 6p_ l (x )>/2p-  1. 
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It is probably true that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of (7-9) 
is that p divides n + 1. Since, the applications of this lemma require explicit congruence 
properties, we shall not try to prove this characterization. 
Proof. Let x be an element of H such that 60(x) . . . . .  6p_2(x ) = 0. By (9), 
6p_l(X) ~ p -  I mod p. Let us assume that 6p_l(x) = p-  1. By (9), there exists 
y E Sp_l(x) such that 6o(y) > 0. Let us put 
S l (x )NSp-2(y )= {a l , . . . ,ap - l}  and S2(x)NSp_3(y)= {b l , . . . ,b (~)} .  
For i E {1 . . . . .  p -  1}, the congruence property (8) applied to a i gives 6p_2(ai) - 
0modp-1 .  Since, l<...6o(y)<<.6p_2(ai)<...6p_l(X) = p-  1, we obtain 6p-2(ai) = 
p - 1 = 6p_l(X). Therefore, 
{z ¢Sp_ , (x ) "  60(z) > 0}C Sp-z(ai) NSp_ l (x )= {y}. 
Thus we have proved an extension of Lemma 3. However, when p>~5, a con- 
tradiction arises. Indeed, by (7), we have p - 1 = 6p_3(bl ) =- 0 mod p - 2, which is 
impossible. [] 
Let us first apply this lemma with p = 5. 
Theorem 10. For n =- 19, 39 mod 60, we have 
36 ) 2 n 
ICI/> 1 + - - .  
9 (n+l+(~+l ) )  +4(4 ) n+l  
For n = 9, 49 mod 60, we have 
36 ) 2 n 
Ifl>~ 1+ 18(n+l)+9(n_~,)+4(4) n+l '  
Proof. When n is congruent to 19 or 39 modulo 60, the following congruence prop- 
erties hold: 
2n60 + 61 + 62 - 0mod 3, 
60 + 61 + 62 + 63 -= 0rood4, 
60 q- 61 q- 62 q-- 63 -q- 64 ~ 4mod 5. 
By Lemma 9, we know that either 60 + 61 + 62 + 63J>4 or 64>..-9. Thus it is always 
true that 
9(60 + 61 + 62 -~ 63 ) + 464/> 36. 
Using (2, 3) again gives the desired result. 
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When n is congruent to 9 or 49 modulo 60, the following congruence properties 
hold 
60 + 61 - 0mod2, 
2n6o + 61 + 62 =- Omod 3, 
6 2 q- 6 3 ~ 0 mod 4, 
60 +61 + 62 + 63 + 64 - 4mod5. 
By Lemma 9, we know that either 2(60 +61 )+62 +63 ~>4 or 64 1>9. Thus, it is always 
true that 
18(60 + 61 ) + 9(62 + 63) + 464 1> 36. 
Using (2,3) again gives the desired result. [] 
Let us give some of the corresponding explicit lower bounds for K(n, 1). 
Corollary I I .  
K(9, 1)>~53, 
K(19, 1)~>26251 
The only improvement to the tables in [3, 10, 11] is K(19, 1)/>26251. The bound 
given in [3, 10, 11] (and found in [2]) was 26216, and Habsieger obtained in [3] the 
small improvement 26 218. 
Let us now apply Lemma 9 with p = 7. The only interesting cases mentioned in 
the tables are n = 13 and n = 27. This method oes not give a good result for n = 13, 
i.e. K(13, 1)/>587, while the Cohen et al. bound [2] is 598. So we will focus on the 
case n = 27, where the only improvement to the sphere covering bound was given by 
Habsieger [3] (K(27, 1) t>4 793 495). 
Theorem 12. K(27, 1)i>4793611. 
Proof. The following congruence properties hold: 
60 "-[- 61 + 62 + 63 ~ 0mod4, 
64 -'[- 65 ~ 0 mod 6, 
60 "[- 61 "Jr" 62 + 63 "[- 64 "{- 65 "[- 66 ~ 6mod 7. 
By Lemma 9, we know that either 3(60 + 61 "[- 62 "-[- 63) "[- 2(64 + 65)~ > 12 or fi6>~ 13. 
Thus, it is always true that 39(60 + fil + 62 + 63) + 26(64 + 65) + 1266 >I 156. Using 
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(2, 3) again gives 
Icl ~> 1+39(28+(238))+26(258)+12(267) ~= 
and the theorem follows. [] 
1 ) 227 
l+~ ~-, 
5. The cases n _= 2, 4 mod 6 
For n --= 2, 4 rood 6, let us introduce a new function 49 defined for any x E H by 
(n+l ) (n+2)  n 
49(x) = ~(Ao(x) + Al(x)) + A2(x) + A3(x) - 
6 
The next lemma shows the importance of this function. It may also be deduced from 
[10,(10)]. 
Lemma 13. For n=2,4mod6,  the function 49 satisfies to the followin9 two 
properties: 
Vx E H, 49(x)>t0, (10) 
(n + 1)(n + 2)(niCi 
149] = 6 2n). (11) 
Proof. Let us first assume that n ~ 2 rood 6. The following two congruence properties 
hold: 
{ 6o+6j+Ao~ lmod2,  
6o + 61 + 62 ~ 2mod 3. 
The first congruence shows that 6o + 61 +Ao ~> 1. Put f = 6o + 61 +A0-  1. By Lemma 
1 and (4), we have 
0~<fo+f l=6o+61+n6o+262+Ao+Al - l -n  
= (n + 2)6o + 2(61 + 62) - n, 
which implies that (n/2 + 1)6o + 61 + 62>~n/2. If 6o = 0, this gives 61 + ~2>~n/2, 
and even 61 + 62>~n/2 + 1, since 6o + 61 + 62 = 2mod3. If 6ot->1, we still have 
6o + 61 + 62 ~>2 and therefore n/26o + 6j + 62 >~2 + n/2 - 1. Thus, we always have 
n 6 n 
o q-61 q- 62~>2 q- l "  
Now (4) tells us that 
n 6 n 3n A 0+6~+62-~- 1:5-( o 
and (10) is half-proved. 
+Al -1 )+3(A2+A3) -  (~) -n -1=349 
2 
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Let us now assume that n 3 4 mod 6. The following two congruence properties hold: 
&+&+A~E lmod2, 
260+6t +82 -0mod3. 
The proof then proceeds as before and we still have (n/2 + l)&, + 6, + & an/2. If 
60 = 0, we obtain &+&an/% and even 6i+&>n/2+1, since 260+61+62 G Omod3. 
If 60 > 1, we still have 260 + 61 + 62 2 3 and therefore (n/2)d0 + Si + & 33 + n/2 - 2. 
Thus, we always have 
and in the same way we get $J 20. 
To prove (1 l), we apply (2) to the definition of 4: 
/dl=(~(1+n)+(;)+(;))[C[-(n+1k(n+2)2fl 
= (n + l)(n + 2) 
6 
(nlC[ - 2”). 0 
This lemma readily gives Van Wee’s bound [8] ICI >2”/n. However, Van Wee’s 
bound applies whenever n is even, whereas this lemma does not cover the case 
n E Omod 6. In terms of 6, Van Wee’s proof may be summarized as follows: 
2” - ICI < c (60+&)(x) by the congruence property ao+6t rAo+l mod2 
XEfiC 
= c Jo(.v)(n-My)) by using the definition of 61 and permuting sums 
YEH 
< (n - 1)/S] since we can assume that 60(y) > 0 in the previous sum 
= (n2 - l)]C] - (n - 1)2” by (3). 
Let us now use this lemma to improve on Van Wee’s bound. 
Theorem 14. For n G 20,40mod 60 we have 
((n+l)(n+2);/6((.;1)+6) 
For n s lo,50 mod 60 we have 
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Proof. In both cases we can apply Lemma 13. We then use Lemma 1 to compute ~bl 
and ~b2 and we find that 
(n )~+6 ~b -k- q~l + ~b2 = 10 ((~+I)(Ao+A1)+2(A2+A3)+A4+As)2 
Thus, if 10 divides n, we obtain the congruence property 
(") ~+6 q~ + 4~1 + q~2 - 8mod 10. 
When n - 20, 40 mod 60, this gives the inequality 64 + ~b~ + 42>~8. We now use 
(2) and (11) to get 
(n+l)(n+2) (6+(n+l ) )  -2" 
6 2 (n[CI )>/8 × 2", 
and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
When n = 10, 50 mod 60, we have the inequality ~b+~bl +~b2 >/8 and we find similarly 
(n+l)(n+2) ( l+(n+l ) )  
6 2 (nlCI - 2")~>8 x 2", 
which completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
Let us give some of the corresponding explicit lower bounds for K(n, 1 ). 
2orollary 15. 
K(10, 1)>~ 104, 
K(20, 1)>~52455. 
All these bounds improve on Van Wee's bounds [8]. However, when n = 10, the 
best bound is Zhang's [10], (K(10,1) >~105 ). When n = 20, we can use the same 
method to increase our lower bound by one unit. Both our results improve on Van 
Wee's bound [8], (K(20, 1)>/52429). We shall now get further refinements by using 
induced inequalities as in [10]. 
Theorem 16. K(20, 1 ) >~ 52 456 
Proof. Put ff = 6qb + ~bl + ~2 - 8. By the proof of Theorem 14, we know that ff>~0. 
Lemma 1 gives us the two identities, 
19~b + ~bl + ~k: = 3(108~b + 21(q51 + ~b2) + 2(q53 + q~4) - 611 ) + 1 
108~b + 21(q5~ + ~bz) + 2(~b3 + ~b4) = 70(165(A0 + At ) + 45(A2 + A3) 
+9(A4 +As)  +A6 +A7 - 18 137) + 14, 
128 
which imply that 
and 
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108q~ + 21(~bl + q~2) + 2(~b3 + ~b4)>~611 
108q~ + 21(q~1 + ~b2) + 2(q~3 +~4)  ~ 14mod70. 
This shows that 
108~b + 21(~bl + ~b2) + 2(~b3 + ~b4) ~> 644 
and 
165(Ao + A1 ) + 45(A2 + A3) + 9(A4 + A5 ) + A6 + A7/> 18 146. 
We then just have to apply (2) (see also [10, Lemma 2]) to get 
18 146.22o 
[C[>~ 165(211) + 45(21) + 9(z5,) + (271) = 52 455.394... ,  
and the theorem is proved. [] 
Let us now study the special cases n = 14 and n = 28. 
Theorem 17. K(14, 1)>/1172 
Proof. We use Lemma 1 to get the identity 
9q~ + ~bl + ~b2 + 2(~b3 + q~4) = 70(14(Ao +A1) + 9(A2 +A3) + 4(A4 +As)  
+A6 +A7 - 1626) + 60, 
which leads to the inequality 
14(Ao + A1) + 9(A2 + A3) + 4(A4 + As) + A6 + A7/> 1626. 
Let us put ~k = 14(Ao + A1) + 9(A2 + A3) + 4(A4 + A5) + A6 + A7 - 1626. Applying 
Lemma 1 again, we obtain 
9(3~ + 4~, + ~2)+4~+ ~1 +~2 1o 
-- 36(35(Ao + A1 ) + 20(A2 + A3) + 10(A4 + As) + 4(A6 + A7) 
+A8 +A9 - 5032) + 30, 
which gives 
35(Ao +AI)  + 20(A2 +A3) + 10(A4 +A5) + 4(A6 +A7) +A8 +A9 >~5032. 
We then apply (2) (see also [10, Lemma 2]) to get 
5032.214 
IC[>I 35(1~) + 20(135 ) + 10(/5) +4(175 ) + (195) = 1171.083... , 
and the theorem follows. [] 
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Theorem 18. K(28, 1) >/9 587 064 
Proof. We again use Lemma 1 to get the identity 
2~b + ~bl + ~2 "~- 2(~3 "~- q~4) = 70(105(A0 +A1) + 40(A2 +A3) + 9(A4 +As) 
+A6 +A7 - 99243) + 60, 
which leads to the inequality 
105(A0 +A~ ) + 40(A2 +A3) + 9(A4 +,45) +A6 +A7 >_-99243. 
We then apply (2) (see also [10, Lemma 2]) to get 
99 243.228 
IC] >~ 105(29)+ 40(239) + 9(29)+ (29) = 9587063.372.-. , 
and the theorem is proved. [] 
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6. Concluding remarks 
Let us first give an updated version of Zhang's Table I [ 10, 11 ]. We consider only 
those values of n~<33 for which K(n, 1) is still unknown. 
Table 1 
n Lower bound for K(n, 1 ) References 
9 55 [3] 
10 105 [10] 
11 178 Theorem 7 
12 342 [8] 
13 598 [2] 
14 1172 Theorem 17 
17 7399 [5] 
18 14 564 [8] 
19 26251 Theorem 10 
20 52456 Theorem 16 
21 95 330 [3] 
22 190651 [8] 
23 352 336 Theorem 7 
24 699051 [8] 
25 1 290 562 [3] 
26 2 581 111 [8] 
27 4 793 611 Theorem 12 
28 9 587 064 Theorem 18 
29 17 985 042 Theorem 7 
30 35 791 395 [8] 
33 252645 140 [3] 
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There is some hope of improving a number of lemmas given in this paper. 
In Section 3, one might well think that Z2 \ C could be much bigger than Z2 n C. 
By Lemma 4, an effective comparison between ]Z2 n C] and ICI would give a smaller 
estimate for IT I. In Section 4, the inequality 6p_l(x)>~2p- 1 can probably be sharp- 
ened. One might even get a lower bound which is quadratic in p. 
Honkala [6] has improved on several lemmas of this paper to get new lower bounds. 
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